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1 Introduction

In this paper, we investigate the similarity between movies. Rather than looking
at the visual content [7][4] [9] [10], we exploit the movie script to build a
multilayer network representation. Once this movie summary is built, the problem
reduces to comparing networks. This work departs from previous studies concentrating
on network movie representations. Indeed, work reported in the literature usually
focuses on interactions between the characters [2]. To enrich the representation,
we have previously proposed a multilayer network model capturing the key
elements of the movie story [5][6]. It considers three types of entities, characters
C, keywords K, and locations L, together with their interactions. The multilayer
network is automatically extracted from the scripts of the movies to compare. At
this point, the similarity issue reduces to compute the similarities between the
layers. In previous work[3], we used the Multilayer Network Model to extract Star
Wars movie networks. Then, we investigated Portrait Divergence[1] in comparing
the six episodes. This paper extends our work to research appropriate measures
for comparing movie networks. We investigate three classes of methods from
the three main categories (statistical, embedding, and spectral approaches) to
compare four movie categories (horror, adventure, romance, and comedy).The
statistical class includes the Network Portrait Divergence[1] and D-distance[11].
In the embedding category, we have the Network Matrix Factorization(NetMF)[8].
The spectral section contains the Laplacian Spectra[13] and the Network Laplacian
Spectral Descriptor(NetLSD)[12].

T

2 Experimental evaluation
For each movie category, we have at least 3 movies. Due to lack of space, we
present only horror and romance movies. The horror category includes the movie
scripts of three episodes of the Scream Saga3. In the Romance movies, we have
Titanic4 and Episodes I and II of Twilight5.
3 Scream movies: Episode I (SC1) in 1995, Episode II (SC2) in 1997, and Episode III

(SC3) in 1999.
4 Titanic movie in 1997
5 Twilight movies: Fascination (TW1) in 2008, and New Moon (TW2) in 2009
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We show the outputs related to character layers of horror and romance
movies. A quick look at character layers of horror movies in fig. 1 and character
layers of romance movies in fig. 2. Each figure is composed of five heat maps,
where each heat map represents the divergence of character layers using a distance
measure. The experiments show the high performance of the Portrait Divergence
in comparing the distance between character layers in each of horror, romance,
adventure, and comedy movies. D-measure shows good results regarding horror,
comedy, and romance movies. However, it fails in comparing characters in romance
movies. Also, the measure NetlSD succeeds in measuring the distance between
characters of horror and comedy categories, but it fails in comparing romance and
adventure movies. The embedding method NetMF can only compare characters
of horror movies. In brief, the Portrait Divergence outperforms other measures
in comparing character layers in each of horror, romance, adventure, and comedy
movies. All the approaches present good results in comparing keyword layers in
Horror movies. D-measure performs great in Adventure and Comedy keyword
layers. In contrast, all the measures fail in analyzing keyword and location layers
in Romance movies. The portrait divergence outperforms the other approaches
in comparing the similarity between location layers in Comedy movies. The
Network Portrait Divergence and D-measure are accurate for Adventure movies.
D-measure and NetLSD are quite effective in comparing location layers for
Horror movies. NetMF and Laplacian Spectra show poor performance in investigating
location layers.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 1: Divergence of the characters in the 3 episodes of the Scream saga. (a) Portrait Divergence.
(b) Laplacian Spectra. (c) D-distance. (d) NetMF. (e) NetLSD. Each cell of the heat-map represents
the divergence between a couple of episodes.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2: Divergence of the characters in the 2 episodes of the Twilight and Titanic saga. (a) Portrait
Divergence. (b) Laplacian Spectra. (c) D-distance. (d) NetMF. (e) NetLSD. Each cell of the heat-
map represents the divergence between a couple of episodes.
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Fig. 3: Multilayer network model.
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